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Bank of Ireland announced its new service to help customers 
self-isolating during the Covid-19 pandemic – including older 
customers and those in vulnerable situations – access cash for 
groceries, newspapers and other day-to-day expenses. Those 
who are already self-isolating, or who may need to, can nominate 
another person to undertake transactions in a branch on their 
behalf. 

This vital support for the most vulnerable in society gives a friend, 
trusted neighbour or family support the ability to help and support 
those around them and is one less thing to worry about. 
To target those who need help the most, Bank of Ireland employed 
Digital OOH in towns across NI with a local brand. ASDA Live 
reached shoppers and Adshel Live delivered the message on key 
arterial routes across the province. 

Media: Carat Ireland  -  OOH Agency: PML

BANK OF IRELAND LAUNCHES 
‘COCOONING’ SUPPORT FOR CUSTOMERS
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As if there wasn’t enough bad news in the world at the moment, a 
recently published article by The Guardian estimates that since the 
beginning of the Coronavirus pandemic, over £1.6 million has been 
scammed from people in the UK, with the elderly and vulnerable 
most at risk. Phishing attacks and scam text messages are just two 
of the methods fraudsters are using to target people illegally. In a 
bid to protect people, ScamwiseNI employed a provincewide OOH 
campaign. 

Barbara Specchia, Senior Online/Offline Media Manager at ASG & 
Partners said: “The OOH media strategy focuses on the key objective 
of increasing brand awareness of ScamwiseNI and the services 
it provides. The strategy is to cost effectively maximise campaign 
coverage through a multi-format approach, reaching the target 
audiences at crucial touchpoints over the campaign period.

“Our strategy delivered a high impact campaign launch, with a mix of 
Digital and Classic Out of Home covering all major towns and cities 
in NI, helping to influence minds, behaviours and attitudes. Digital 
screens near supermarkets, ATMs, Post Offices and Banks deliver the 
campaign message in key locations when trying to prevent financial 
scams, while 48 Sheets, 6 Sheets and T-Sides build impact and 
increase memorability.”

Media: ASG & Partners  -  OOH Agency: PML
SCAM-DALOUS INCREASE IN FRAUD
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TRANSLINK REINFORCES SOCIAL 
DISTANCING CALL

Translink delivered a reminder message on the importance of staying at home and practicing social distancing across 
Digital OOH in April, with a range of Coronavirus related messages.

Mark Thompson, Media Director, Ardmore Advertising said: “Translink used the power of outdoor to deliver the important 
social messages surrounding COVID-19 of staying home if you can, regularly washing hands, maintaining social distancing 
and reducing contact through contactless payment. 

“OOH was ideal in using its capability to speak to the population at the most important time in this pandemic, whilst they 
were out of the home and at a heightened state of at risk. A digital network across NI provided added benefits in quick 
access to the market and its ease in ability to deliver these multiple messages.” 

Media: Ardmore Advertising    -   OOH Agency: PML
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Since January 2020 Danske Bank has been 
supporting Extern as its charity partner, focusing on 
helping to transform the lives of some of the most 
vulnerable and socially deprived young people in 
Northern Ireland. Through a range of services, Extern 
NI helps around 16,000 children, young people and 
adults every year to change their lives.

During the coronavirus pandemic, which is putting 
additional strain on vulnerable members of society, 
Danske Bank is employing Out of Home to deliver 
a fundraising campaign for Extern NI, donating the 
use of 6 and 48 sheets. Highlighting a ‘Coronavirus 
Hardship Appeal’, the campaign aims to reach the 
people who need help throughout the crisis, as well 
as those who may be able to support the charity’s 
work.

As well as the advertising space, Danske Bank 
has donated 250 food and drink hampers and the 
proceeds from recycling old Apple devices.

Kevin Heavern, Head of Marketing at Danske Bank, 
said: “We are delighted to be supporting Extern 
through donating outdoor advertising space. It’s 
a great way to reach a mass audience so ideal for 
driving awareness and for fundraising. 

“We were also able to work with Extern and help them 
hand-pick the locations of the sites, allowing them 
to target vulnerable people in communities that may 
need support right now.”

Media: Carat Manchester -  OOH Agency: PML

DANSKE BANK CHARITY PARTNERSHIP
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Adapting to our new normal is taking some time, and 
some people are finding it harder than others. For 
those who are apart from family, it can be particularly 
difficult, but if you’re connected to the internet life 
can feel more normal and a bit less lonely. Whether 
you use it for social media, streaming TV, reading 
news or chatting with family, internet access is now 
an essential utility for many.

The Good Things Foundation exists to help improve 
lives through the internet, reaching people who are 
digitally and socially excluded. The social change 
charity estimates that 11.9 million people in the 
UK lack the digital skills they need, at a time when 
getting online has been more important than ever. 

Good Things Foundation is promoting ‘Make It Click’, 
thanks to a funding grant from Google.org. The grant 
enables the foundation to support people who often 
don’t receive support or fall through the gaps, helping 
to build confidence, learn new skills and support 
them to achieve positive employment outcomes. 

Speaking about the campaign, Tony Doyle, Media 
Executive, Ardmore Advertising added: “This 
campaign was a pleasure to work on, encouraging 
more and more people to increase their digital skills 
and know-how for free, especially in this current 
climate. Out of Home was essential in delivering this 
campaign messaging by employing both 48 Sheets 
and roadside digital screens before and throughout 
the Coronavirus lockdown.
 

“Additionally, we are able to see an increase in users 
on the website from the target areas where the Out 
of Home activity was running.”

Media: Ardmore Advertising  -  OOH Agency: PML

GOOD THINGS FOUNDATION
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Targeting road users and pedestrians, Department for Infrastructure employed its 
bespoke format, the Solus Rear XL, to deliver a coronavirus message, aligned with 
the Executive Office campaign. 

We all must do it, to get through it remains the strapline, while the transit format 
delivered additional reminders to drivers, cyclists and pedestrians that only essential 
journeys are permitted. 

Media: Ardmore Advertising     -   OOH Agency: PML

DFI DELIVERS SAFETY MESSAGE
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Colum Harmon, marketing director, on the implications of the pandemic for Out of Home, both short term 
and further into the future. 

Committing thoughts to paper at this time is no doubt a dubious endeavour but as this ever-evolving crisis 
plays out, it strikes me that at least one constant of advertising will endure – the importance of context.

All bets may be off at present with regard to what we understood of media consumption, work routines, 
lifestyle habits and shopping behaviours but how and where an ad is delivered and its context to the 
world around it remains fundamental to a consumer’s perception of a brand and its ability to succeed. The 
emerging menace of Covid-19 has heightened the marketing industry’s sensitivity to contextual relevance, 
and rightly so.

Out of Home (OOH) media has experienced a colossal shock over the past six weeks. Temporary but 
highly significant changes to how Irish people have been asked to live their daily lives has impacted its 
audience. I listened with interest recently as a Marketing Society panel discussed some of the stages that 
brands and consumers were going through in their reaction to Coronavirus. OOH is on a similar journey. 
Initially when the crisis broke and in an ongoing sense now, the medium was a trusted vehicle for important 
public health messages. Research conducted on our behalf by IpsosMRBI in recent weeks found that 77% 
of respondents believe OOH to be ‘very effective’ as a means of public information messaging. 

As the initial shock has subsided and brands redraw their marketing plans for a new reality, the role for 
OOH and the context that it can provide is adapting also. All media are going to need to be flexible for 
what’s to come. The OOH sector’s strategy in recent years of digitisation and an agenda of quality over 
quantity means OOH is well placed to work with government, commercial brands and charities as they 
seek to deliver contextually sensitive content. The reactive real time capabilities of Digital OOH and its 
short lead times means advertisers can deploy new or updated messaging quickly. Retail in particular is a 
powerful environment at present. Anyone who has been to a supermarket in recent times can testify to the 
high footfall and long queues. However, it can also be a distressing experience for many because of social 
distancing and sanitisation practices. Dwell times at stores offer brands the chance to reassure but also 
add some levity and a light touch. An opportunity to make us smile. Recent campaigns for Paddy Power 
using Peter Crouch to depict social distancing and Bank of Ireland advertising services to aid cocooning 
vulnerable people, exhibit how brands can use different tones to get important messages across. 

Weekly tracking data from Dentsu in America also shows that consumers want to hear more from brands 
that can help them take their minds off what’s going on (Crisis Navigator, April 2020). The launch of 
Disney+ spoke to this and was carried widely on OOH formats in this country. 
A clever example of a brand changing their message to be contextually relevant to the OOH medium now 
was by snack brand Emily. Rather than defer their UK OOH plans, the brand changed the messaging in a 
self-deprecating manner, and ensured the campaign was amplified via other media and PR. Such bravery 
deserves its success. 

Colum Harmon, Marketing Director, PML Group

A view from OOH
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Enforced behavioural change is affecting where advertisers communicate with audience. Out of Home’s 
audience has temporarily dispersed from an urban-centric base to a more suburban, localised setting. 
This return to ‘local’ of course has implications for local retail and local OOH formats, and as the country 
continues to adapt to life over the coming weeks our location resources such as Locomizer and transport 
data sources will keep our finger on the pulse of how the nation is moving. At PML Group we have 
used our Pinpoint mapping tool to group OOH panels based on strategic points of interest such as 
supermarkets, popular walking/cycling routes, pharmacies, coffee shops etc.. As restrictions are gradually 
lifted audience habits will shift again, albeit slowly and piecemeal and our packs will adapt. The ‘school run’ 
will return, various sets of workers and industries will migrate back towards the cities via transport hubs. 
The near future for us is about working closely with media agency partners and our clients to make their 
communication relevant and meaningful for the OOH audience now and as it evolves. 

But what of the longer term, the Next? Again, enter context. What context will brands be advertising in with 
regard to their own circumstances and those of the market they operate in? How will their message fit in 
the context of a public living with Covid-19 or, hopefully sooner rather than later, in a post-Covid sense? 
Will physical distancing mean more dwell time in retail and transport environments? The focus of our 
conversations with clients had long moved towards context targeting rather than simply audience targeting 
and this will be the case more and more in the future. Context has taken on a whole new relevance and 
content management systems such as our LIVEPOSTER platform allows brands to be more prescriptive 
vis-à-vis the location they use and message they convey in that location. Brands that can use OOH to 
effectively deliver genuinely helpful, relevant content will be appreciated and rewarded. Digital OOH’s 
potential as a channel for longer play content marketing pieces can be realised as our streets, towns and 
cities come back to life. Creative that was planned will need to be rethought to be more contextually aware 
and we expect to see some extraordinary work from the great brands we work with.

When it comes to location-based marketing, there is no single point of truth. The scale and variety of 
location and behavioural datasets available to us provide a wide range of different insights, so for media 
planning purposes it’s important to combine the right set of data sources to determine accurate outcomes. 
Enter Covid-19 and this same statement is more important and pertinent than ever.

Out of Home media has been hit hard. Encouraging people to stay indoors is counter intuitive for us! But 
as restrictions lift and some sense of normality returns, OOH at scale will be hugely attractive again. There 
will be a certain sense of euphoria, there will also be trepidation. People will want to reconnect, to socialise, 
to play sport and enjoy life. And they’ll want to do it out of their homes (FOMO-OH, anyone?). A study 
by Core Research recently shows that the majority of Irish people are optimistic about the future. Just as 
governments look for global learnings from countries further along the Covid curve, we will tap into our 
global network for inspiration and lessons. Research by Kantar in the UK and Dentsu in the US points to 
out of home activities such dining, shopping and meeting friends among the things people miss most and 
look forward to doing again.

The context will be different. The times will be different. But our expertise and Out of Home’s ability to be 
impactful, effective, and contextually relevant will not change. Creativity always wins and content has always 
been king. More than ever, creativity will continue to win in OOH’s future. But perhaps it’s time for context 
to wear the crown.

Colum Harmon, Marketing Director, PML Group

A view from OOH
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Matching People and Places.

Locomizer is an award-winning global leader applying pattern-detection and spatial analytics to turn 
raw location data into premium, actionable business insights that match potential customer audiences 
to real world locations. The patented Audience Discovery Platform reveals behavioural trends and 
previously unseen relationships between people and places.

Parents
& Kids

Drinks
Out

Grocery 
Shopper

Sports &
Fitness

Millenials
Toiletries &
Cosmetics

Women
18-35 Apparel

DIY Fast Food Movie goers
Business

Professionals

Locomizer analyses travel patterns of those who spend time in and around category POIs (Points of 
Interest) derived from geospecific anonymised mobile app data. The Locomizer platform adds to our 
ability to provide clients with new levels of data led planning matching mobile audiences and locations 
via smart phone analytics.

Live
Work
Play

DATA LED PLANNING
Think
Feel
Do

Audience Affinity Groups
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SOCIABLE MEDIA 
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RFSU - Saluting All Sizes

DENMARK: To celebrate diversity in its true sense 
Scandinavian Brand, RFSU, decided it was time for a big 
salutation to penises in all shapes and sizes and to speak 
openly of a topic that many still consider taboo: sizes. This 
clever Outdoor – where the condom actually changes size 
as the bus stops and goes – is part of a campaign with 
which RFSU salutes all sizes, while informing of the brand’s 
diverse portfolio of condoms.

Aquafresh - Outdoor Whitewash

THE NETHERLANDS: Aquafresh White & Shine does not only 
clean teeth, it also helps to make them whiter. So when over 
5000 billboards are left empty and white, it was the perfect 
moment to put a smile on people’s faces. The brand hijacked 
billboards that were left empty because of a media conflict.

The Traitor – Bus Shelter Hologram

ESTONIA: Leading telecommunication company Elisa created a 
double-sided virtual hologram campaign in the capital city of Tallinn to 
promote the launch of its first ever TV series Reetur (The Traitor). The 
display itself showcased the lead actor of the show looking directly at 
people walking toward the display and then pulling out a camera and 
taking a picture. The display would then show a snapping image to 
mimic a camera’s lens.

Planet OOH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_00u18GsFzc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhJH7QhVlPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJXbVvuvfT4
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All figures based on display value at rate card. 

1 CCS - Coronavirus £131k 6 Lucozade Energy £96k

2 Guinness - Rugby £113k 7 Danske Bank - Mortgages £94k

3 Ulster Bank - Current  Accounts £109k 8 Guinness £86k

4 Coca Cola - Premier League £109k 9 BT - TV £82k

5 MCD Promotions £106k 10 McDonald's - Big Mac £80k

TOP  CAMPAIGNS
MARCH 2020 CYCLES 5 - 7

£K £20K £40K £60K £80K £100K £120K £140K

CCS - Coronavirus

Guinness - Rugby

Ulster Bank - Current  Accounts

Coca Cola - Premier League

MCD Promotions

Lucozade Energy

Danske Bank - Mortgages

Guinness

BT - TV

McDonald's - Big Mac

Small Format Large Format Transport
Digital Ambient & Airport
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All figures based on display value at rate card. 

TOP CATEGORIES
MARCH 2020 CYCLES 5 - 7

£K £200K £400K £600K £800K

Political & Advisory

Retail Outlets

Finance

Beers & Ciders

Entertainment

Tourism & Travel

QSR

Soft Drinks

Media

Telecoms

Large Format Small Format Digital

Transport Ambient

1 Political & Advisory £791k 6 Tourism & Travel £383k

2 Retail Outlets £555k 7 QSR £332k

3 Finance £466k 8 Soft Drinks £325k

4 Beers & Ciders £447k 9 Media £215k

5 Entertainment £416k 10 Telecoms £174k


